ABSTRACT

FEBRINA T. KA’ABA, “Tourism Situation at Botutonuo Village”, The principal supervisor was Ridwan Ibrahim S.Pd., M.Si and the co-supervisor was Yowan Tamu, S.Ag., MA.

The aim of the study was to know how the situation of tourism at Botutonuo village, Subdistrict of Kabila, District of Bone Bolango. Method of study used descriptive method with the qualitative analysis.

The result of this study showed that the situation of tourism that happened in this village gave a positive impact to the society economic live. Some visitors spent their holiday in this place and grant a benefit to the society. There were cottages, food stall, and boats that attract people use it so their income will increase on provide the facilities. Tourism has a positive effect on income but has a negative effect on environment surrounding. There were trash and water pollution caused by soap around the area. So, the garbage dump and water canal were needed in this area.
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